X1140  X FILES  (USA, 9/10/1993-5/19/2002)  [TV SERIES]

Series summary: Mystery/science fiction/horror series set in the contemporary U.S. Follows the adventures of FBI agents investigating cases that involve the paranormal. FBI Special Agents Mulder (Duchovny), Scully (Anderson), Doggett and Reyes work to uncover forces within the U.S. government that would violate people's rights, alien creatures, monsters and other mysteries.

Avatar  
(4/26/1996)

Credits: director, James Charleston ; writer, Howard Gordon ; story, David Duchovny, Howard Gordon.
Cast: David Duchovny, Gillian Anderson, Mitch Pileggi.
Summary: Asst. Director Skinner (Pileggi) is going through a divorce and is increasingly plagued by visions of a succubus which he first saw in combat in Vietnam. He has also been framed in the murder of a prostitute by the conspirators within the government who think he has been too protective of Mulder and Scully and want the X-Files closed. FBI agents Mulder (Duchovny) and Scully (Anderson) work to clear Skinner and solve the mystery of the succubus.

Duane Barry  
(10/14-10/21/1994)

Credits: director, Michael Lange ; writer, Paul Brown.
Cast: David Duchovny, Gillian Anderson, Steve Railsback, Mitch Pileggi.
Summary: Duane Barry (Railsback) is an ex-FBI agent and Vietnam vet who claims to have been abducted and operated on periodically by aliens who are working in league with U.S. government agents. FBI agents Mulder (Duchovny) and Scully (Anderson) are first drawn into Barry’s case when he escapes from an insane asylum and takes hostages. Barry is shot and hospitalized, but one of his doctors informs Mulder of physical evidence of surgery and metal implants that support Barry's claims. Barry is again summoned by the aliens from his hospital bed and instructed to kidnap Scully. He is to bring her to a mountain top in Virginia where she will be taken for experimentation in his place. Barry manages to pull this off before Mulder can stop him, and is finally murdered by one of the double agents who are covering for the aliens.

E.B.E.  
(2/18/1994)

Credits: director, William Graham ; writers, Glen Morgan, James Wong.
Cast: David Duchovny, Gillian Anderson, Jerry Hardin.
Summary: FBI agents Mulder (Duchovny) and Scully (Anderson) follow the trail of a government trailer truck which they suspect is carrying a UFO shot down over Iraq. The trail leads from Tennessee to Washington state. In Washington they discover a secret government installation where an alien being (E.B.E., or Extraterrestrial Biological Entity) was held before it died. Mulder’s “deep-throat” contact (Hardin), then confesses his involvement in a secret agreement by all the world's major powers (made after World War II)
to exterminate any extraterrestrials which fall into their hands. His involvement began during the Vietnam War when he was serving as a CIA agent. A UFO was shot down over Hanoi. The occupant was captured by the Marines and turned over to the CIA. “Deep throat” had the job of executing the alien, and he has been feeling guilty about it ever since. Hence his use of Mulder to try and expose the government conspiracy to conceal UFO information from the public.

One breath  

Credits: director, R.W. Goodwin ; writers, Glen Morgan, James Wong.
Cast: David Duchovny, Gillian Anderson, Mitch Pileggi.
Summary: More of Asst. Director Skinner’s (Pileggi) Vietnam past is revealed. As a Marine volunteer in Vietnam he killed a Vietnamese child soldier in combat and lost his idealism as a result. He was wounded-in-action and in coma for two weeks but regained consciousness and his faith.

Sleepless  
(10/7/1994)

Credits: director, Rob Bowman ; writer, Howard Gordon.
Cast: David Duchovny, Gillian Anderson, Mitch Pileggi, Nicholas Lea.
Summary: FBI agents Mulder (Duchovny) and Scully (Anderson) investigate a series of murders where the victims were scared to death. They discover that a Marine who was the subject of sleep deprivation experiments at Parris Island in 1968, has returned to take revenge on the experimenters. The Marine was part of a squad of 13 who were deprived of sleep and trained to kill by projecting fears. They had more than “4000 confirmed kills” in Vietnam, but went AWOL on a killing spree, committing various atrocities including the slaughter of “300 children at a school at Phu Bai.” Now Augustus ‘Preacher’ Cole, tormented by what he did, is killing off the scientists involved in the experiments.

Unrequited  
(2/23/1997)

Credits: director, Michael Lange ; writer, Howard Gordon, Chris Carter.
Cast: David Duchovny, Gillian Anderson, Mitch Pileggi, Scott Hylands, Peter Lacroix.
Summary: FBI agents Mulder (Duchovny) and Scully (Anderson) investigate when a U.S. Army general is murdered in his limousine by an invisible Vietnam veteran who leaves a ‘death card’ behind. The paramilitary group “Right Hand” is suspected but the group’s leader, ex-Marine Denny Markham, tells the agents of a man named Nathaniel Teager, a Green Beret captured in Vietnam in 1971. Markham’s group liberated Teager from a Vietnam POW camp in 1995 but he suddenly disappeared. Markham believes he is killing certain corrupt military figures. Meanwhile, Teager appears to a war widow at the Vietnam Memorial, informs her that her husband is alive and gives her his dog tags as proof. Further investigation reveals that Teager is killing the generals who declared him dead years earlier. They were part of a secret commission that covertly disposed of South Vietnamese soldiers who cooperated with the U.S. during the war.
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